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1. Answer any five of the following questions:                                                                                2×5=10 

��(����& ����� ��*� +������� ��,-.� $%� ��/ 

 

a. What do you mean by the term ' Habeas Corpus’? 

‘��0�&������’ ���& &1 �� �� +��2? 

 

b. What is anticipatory bail?  

   34��  ���� ��?  

 

c. What do you mean by ‘Indemnity Act’? 

       ‘�5 ��67 �& 38�’  ���& �� +��2�?  

 

d. What is meant by Fundamental Rights? 

   +�9��� :�*��� ���& �� +��2�#? 

e. What is Criminal Court? 

    +;9 ���� 3���& ��? 

 

f.  Mention any two laws which are associated with Consumer Rights. 

   +=&� :�*����� 	��� 	>��� & +����� �1. 38� $�?� ��। 

 

g. What is Preventive Detention Act? 

       ���&� ����� 3@� 38� ��? 

 

h. Define Natural Justice. 

   ���7 �&� ���#- A� 	
B� ��/ l 



2. Answer any four of the following questions:                                                                         5×4=20 

��(����& ����� ��*� +������� -��.� $%� ��/ 
 

a. Write a short note on the role of Magistrate in Criminal Law Administration. 

           +;9 ���� 38� ���	�� + �� ���	��� !� ����� /�� 	
��D E�� +��। 

 

b. Discuss, in brief, the Public Interest Litigation (PIL). 

     �F���  ������ /�� 	
��D 3���-�� ��। 

c. Write a short note on the Right against Exploitation. 

          +��l"��� ��G�H :�*����� /�� 	
��D E�� +��। 

 

d. Discuss, in brief, Indian Penal Code (IPC).                         

          Indian Penal Code (IPC) 	>���  	
���� 3���-�� ��।  

 

e. What are the differences between civil court and criminal court? 
    +�/#��� A�
 +;9 ���� 3����&� ��*� �������� �� ��? 

 

f.  Discuss shortly, composition and functions of Juvenile Court. 

                   	
����  1�!��8� +���@� � 4I� / �������� 3���-�� ��। 

 

 

3.  Answer any one of the following questions:                                                                           10×1=10 

               ��(����& ����� ��*� +� +����� A�.� $%� ��/ 

a. Write a note on the legal safeguards of schedule castes and schedule tribes in India. 

                              !���& &�����  ��& / &����� $� ��&���  ��   38�� �����- ��� /�� A�. 

                             ��J +��।     

 

b. Discuss elaborately the Right to Constitutional Remedies in the Constitution of India 

with special reference to writ jurisdiction. 
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